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𝖬𝗈𝖽𝖾𝗅 & 𝖲𝗈𝖼𝗂𝖺𝗅 𝖨𝗇𝖿𝗅𝗎𝖾𝗇𝖼𝖾𝗋/𝖡𝗋𝖺𝗇𝖽 𝖠𝗆𝖻𝖺𝗌𝗌𝖺𝖽𝗈𝗋 𝗍𝗈 𝗆𝖺𝗇𝗒! 

Pleased to meet you! 

I have worked with many brands from startup to VERY LARGE.  

I believe in working with companies that pride themselves on

sustainability, being culturally responsible and cruelty-free,

while also being cool. That translates to many genres...fashion,

beauty, entertainment, lifestyle, food, tech media, health and

fitness, etc. 

Here is a list of  just a few of the companies I have worked with either as an influencer, contract

model, brand ambassador or content creator, in all genres. 

In alphabetical order: 

1-800-Contacts, Alison Rafaelle Cosmetics, Andivia Beauty, Apple, Atom Films, Bella Vida Skincare,

Blason Louis Wines, BodyGym, Bombas, Briogeo, ByeRuz, Canvas Vows, Care Remote, Catkin

Cosmetics, Cheeky, Cheribundi, Comedy Central, COOLA, Current Straw, CVS Pharmacy, Deborah

Lindquist Eco-Couture, Divadi Shoes, Drink4D, Eco-Stars, FabFitFun, Flawless Brush,

FunnyorDie.com, GhostBed, Goli Gummy, Happy Straws, HELLO Fresh, Honeywell, Hoover USA,

Imagine Forest Nation, Indi.com, Kodak, KrogerCo./Ralphs Grocery, Laumiere Gourmet, LG USA,

Lindt USA, Live Nation, Lucky Iron Fish, Macallen Whiskey, Meal Prep Kingz, MedImmune Health,

Mellow World Handbags, Mixer.com, Morningstar Farms, My Home Climate, My Vital C, Name

Stories, Neuro Gum, Orgain, Panavision, Peak Scents, RareStance, Retro Stage Clothing, Revive

Superfoods, Riviera Towel, Sanikind , Sephora.com, Snapple, SoftStar Shoes, Solely Fruit, Spa

Sciences, Taste It Wines, Tazo Tea, Triscuit, Unbewievable Vitamins, Vapur, Wal-Mart, WOW Skin

Science, Zoe and Piper and many more ...the list continues.  
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I am only working with paid collaborations at this time. 

It is rare that I take on product exchanges, because the

influx is too great, but I remain open to learning about

new companies, products and collabs, so please reach

out. I am also a professional filmmaker and pride myself

on making stellar content and always go above and

beyond the collab needs. 

Check out my branding with Hoover:

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CFSnwbcBrv4/?

utm_source=ig_web_copy_link 

and https://www.instagram.com/tv/CHa8eiGFkSx/?

utm_source=ig_web_copy_link

My engagement rate is usually between 5% to 10%  which

is great for the follower reach. Companies love to partner

with me because my followers actually buy products I

recommend and believe in. You should know that my

company Bellona Entertainment also handles social media

for a lot of brands/celebrities, so I understand how the

algorithms work and when the right time to post

transpires.  It’s about engagement and people who

actually are persuaded to consistently buy, not followers. 

 The caliber of my audience/ purchase buyers that I have

on daily basis is in the high media/income and celebrity

markets that would most likely fit the demo of buyers for

your products, first and foremost, and then all trickle down

to the average consumer after that.

INSTAGRAM
I LOVE TO ENGAGE!

TAMELADAMICO.COM/BLOG

WEBSITE METRICS

I f  I  be l ieve  in  your   product
then I  a l so  can be l ieve  

in  a  s l iding scale !

M Y  R A T E S  

DOMAIN AUTHORITY 21 
TRUST FLOW 15 
CITATION FLOW 18 
TF/CF RATIO 83% 
SEM OK 95 
SEM OT 173

@TAMELADAMICO



rates are
negotiable!
 
primary
focus is on
instagram
with possible
pushed
content to
other
platforms

Instagram posts start at $500/post minimum for one basic pic post and can

go up to $15,000+ with content push to other platforms. (Depending on style

and what your needs/shooting requirements are. **If videos are involved, you

must adhere to Screen Actors Guild guidelines which only allow for social

media online use and not broadcast.)

$1000 for post with a carousel of 10 photos.  

$500-$1000 is basically the sweet spot for a product base minimum photo

fee of use/review showcasing the product in its best light usually with offer

code such as TAMELA or Tamela20 or whatever your discount is or a

giveaway.  

Basic Instagram videos start at minimum $1000/ 1 minute video and longer

videos for IGTV are $1500 and up. 

Instastory is minimum $350 per story with a swipe up link to your site or

specific product.  Three Instastories deal is $550.

Anything custom and narrative starts at $4000+. You will receive commercial

quality unique branding work for online use, unless otherwise contracted. 

Twitter $350 per tweet minimum with tagging and photo.

Pinterest $250 per post minimum with links.

Facebook $500 per post minimum with tagging and photo, when

applicable.

BlogPosts are $500 minimum depending on word count. 

Inquire regarding YouTube and Tik Tok videos, as rates will vary.

@OfficialTamelaDAmico @TamelaDAmico
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